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Lock your doors

Faculty Senate
addresses new
state program
People at the senate
meeting discuss the
University System of
Ohio program and the
ways it applies to BGSU

| Pag. I

Union speaker
addresses new
students
Grad student Emily
Smedick explains
campus opportunities
to students | Page J
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Bush says cuts in
troops possible

First three days of school brought 16 car break-ins

The president said in
an unprecedented Iraq
meeting that troop
numbers will depend

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

Police arc still investigating a
string of vehicle break-ins that
occurred throughout Bowling
Green two weeks ago and
advising people of steps they
can take to keep from becom-

on progress

| Pi* I
Carpooling is a
viable option

ing a victim.

Over the course of three days,
starting on Aug. 20,16 cars were
broken into and in most cases
had electronics, cash and other
items taken. Police believethese
incidents are related because of
the large number of break-ins
that occurred over a short peri-

od of time, and because most of
the cases involved smashing out
a rear window of the vehicle.
In the last six months there
have been 72 reported cases of
items being stolen from vehicles in Bowling Green, according to Lt. Tony Hctrick of the
BGPI). This does not include

the number of vehicles that
were unlawfully entered and
had nothing taken.
Hctrick said it is difficult to
keep track of how many vehicles are broken into from year
to year because there is no
legal classification in Ohio for
unlawfully entering a vehicle.

It is either charged as criminal
defacement of properly if the
vehicle is broken into and nothing taken, theft if something is
taken or some combination of
both offenses.
Although the number of vehiSee BREAK-INS | Page 2

Students and the
University should work

usic theft
continues
on campus

together to increase
the number of shared
rides home | Page 4

Energy sources
need exploration
It's important to look

By Chris Sojka
Reporter

at alternative fuels in
order to protect our
global environment
| Page 4

BG ties, wins
Florida games
The men's soccer
team battled the
heat against Florida
International and
Florida Atlantic

|P*r»S

Volleyball goes
2-1 over weekend
After losing their
first match, the team
fights back to win two
others in California

JORDAN FLOWER

|Page!
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PAPERWEIGHTS: Old computers sit idle in the basement of Hayes I

Lab changes confuse students
By Jessica Spies
Reporter

Do you think it's OK
to download music
without paying for it?

REBECCA KINISON
Senior,
History and Political Science

I

"Yes, because
Drunkapalooza'
wouldn't be the same
without it." | Page 4

TODAY
Sunny
High: 89. Low: 63

TOMORROW
Sunny
High: 86. Low: 68

6.

The recent destruction of
Saddlcmirc. the previous home of
Information Technology Services
and recent computer lab renovations, has led to some confusion
for students regarding the computer labs on campus.
"I tried to go to the Hayes lab
but I couldn't use it," said Kim
Black, sophomore. "I live off
campus and I don't always know
about changes."
Hayes 127 is the new home of
the Student Tech Center and is
no longer available for general

student use. The Student Tech
Center was relocated to clear out
Saddlemire.
Other computer lab changes
include those in lerome Library.
Construction started for new labs
in lerome Library on Sept. 4. It is
projected to be a 60-day remodeling process, but there may be
unexpected issues that may delay
this time, said Cindy Fuller, communications coordinator.
"There will be two more areas
for additional computer systems
in lerome library on the first
floor," Fuller said.

New lab upgrades
ITS Lab Renovations Hayes
127: Current home of the
Student Technology Center
Jerome Library 122: Being
remodeled to be a 42-seat Dell
facility
Jerome Library 125: Will be a
23-seat Apple teaching facility
(will replace Hayes 127)
Jerome Library 142: Will be a
40-seat Dell teaching facility (will
replace Hayes 127)

Music 108: Upgrades to 31
Apple systems
Technology 247: Upgrades to
43 Dell and 42 Apple systems
Technology 237: Upgrades to
20 Apple systems
Hanna Hall 203: Upgrades to
25-seat facility
Hayes Hall 107: Upgrades to
33 Apple systems

When it comes to pirating music, a lot of people
don't consider it stealing
because it is a crime that
occurs so often. But with
so many programs that
enable pirating, it seems
like a crime that may never
be stopped.
Pirating music is free,
and free options arc always
attractive to college students.
Most know that pirating
music is technically stealing, but many continue to
download song after song,
CO after CD.
"Pirating music is stealing, but file sharing can
be a good networking
opportunity," said Chris
Gyurnek, a student at the
University.
File sharing is the practice of making files available for others to download over the Internet and
smaller networks. It follows the peer-to-peer ide
where the files are store"
on and served by person
.iii.il
computers of the users.
"If a band is unsigned
■d ior
just wants to get noticed,
they can share their music
and gain a fan base,"
Gyurnek said.
"I don't really think
about pirating music as
stealing because I do it so
much and so many other
people do it," said sophomore Amanda Andersky.
One popular program
students use to pirate
music is LimeWire.
LimeVVire is a fast, relaSee HUSK | Page 2

LABS

Trumpeter Terence Blanchard, set to jive students with free concert
Terence Blanchard
Event Schedule
Today: Terence Blanchard
Quintet. 8 p.m„ Kobacker Hall.
Free
Tomorrow: Screening of Spike
Lee's "25th Hour," 2 p.m.. Union
Theater. Free
Friday: Guest Speaker at
College of Musical Arts
Convocation, 2:30 p.m..
Kobacker Hall, Free

ByTannenGliarta
Reporter

You may not recognize his name
or his face, but you probably
know his music.
Famed composer, trumpeter,
jazz musician and band leader
Terence Blanchard is coming to
the University to work with students, faculty and community
members.
Blanchard has achieved fame

i

Terence
Blanchard
Famous jazz
musician and band
leader

as a recording artist for Blue Note records and as
composer for over 50 motion pictures and television movies. His
work in the film "25th Hour" was
nominated for a Golden Globe

in 2003.
Blanchard will have several free events tonight through
Friday. His visit kicks off with a
jazz concert tonight.
Tomorrow, there is a screening of the 2003 Spike Lee film,
"25th Hour," one of the many Lee
films Blanchard has composed
the score for.
Following the showing, there
will be a question-and-answer
session with Blanchard.

Throughout
his
visit,
Blanchard will be speaking
and working with students and
faculty in a number of different forums. He will be the guest
speaker at the College of Musical
Arts Convocation and will work
with students in jazz, composing
and film.
Richard Kennell, dean of the
College of Musical Arts, stressed
See MUSICIAN I Page 2
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BREAK-INS

It's an opportunistic crime
and there's a lot of opportunity
out there." Weekley said.
But there are a number of steps
that people can take to prevent
their cars from being broken

From Page 1
ilr break-ins specifically is no)
kept, the total number oi thefts
in Bowling Green has increased
in the last decade. Las) yeai there
were a total of 147 theft arrests
in the city, according to annual
police arresl reports.
Vehicle break-ins tend to occur
in spin is. Hetricksaid,

With a car break-in, the Suspects are not likely to be caught
unless someone actually wit-

nesses the crime, Hetrick said.
The person responsible for
the string of break-ins from two
weeks ago has still not been
caught, because according to
I let rick, no one has reported seeing any of the break-ins as they
occurred.
According to Weekley, the
University has placed security
cameras in several parking lots,
which does increase the likelihood of the suspect being caught,
Inn that doesn't deter criminals
from breaking into cars in the
first place.
Overall, many students say
they take precautions, but don't
worry very much.
"I keep my doors locked,'' said
freshman Austin Wen, "But I
don't see why someone would
want to break into my crappy
car."

ily Dell and Apple computers
because of the price and the fact
thai the University can service
and support them, Wells said.
Money for computers comes
from the central fund budgel ol the Office of the Chief
Information Officer.
[lie Computers thai have been
replaced ate used to replace older
computers on campus and the
computers that are of no use are
recycled. Most computers have
a life span of si\ years at the
University.
Along with the physical com-

puter renovations, Information
Technology Services is Introducing MyPiles, a network-based file
storage system for faculty, staff
and students.
Students and faculty can store
files onto Myl'iles and allow others to view it. It's similar to an emuil attachment but will be more
easily accessible, Fuller said.
Myl'iles is accessible from any
computer via myfiles.bgsu.edu.
"This will be very helpful.
Students wouldn't have to carry
a USB key; you can't lose anything," Wells said.

schools.

Katrina. In the Spike lee HBO
documentary about Katrina.
"When the Levees Broke,"
Blanchard composed the score
for the film and is interviewed.
Blanchard is one of almost 100
people Lee choose to showcase
to tell the personal stories of
those who endured the ordeal
and survived to share their stories.
Blanchard studied at the New
Orleans Center of the Creative
Arts and Rutgers University
and began performing In the

into.
Weekley advises people to not
leave valuables in the car, or to
al least leave them out of plain

sight. Healsosaidcaralarmsand
simply locking doors goes a long

way.
I he easiest thing people can
do is make sure their doors are
locked, even when they're just
leaving for a minute or two, he
said.
The best step is prevention

'You nielli see a spike in the
numbei of vehicles broken into
Dvei a particular weekend, but
I hen it can calm right backdown
again," he said.
i .H break-ins are a particulai
noncampus.AccordingLt.
David Weekley of the University
campus police, the resideni student parking lots near Interstate
i are a target for thieves

because U can often lie difficult
to catch the suspects,

LABS
n Page 1
1,000 computers including replacements, updates and
faculty/stall computers were
replaced around campus this
year, said Debra Wells, managet o! Client Sen ices, Web
\IKIUI

I development
Ibis number is higher than
previous years because more
11iiIIICV was allotted in the budgel
I lie school purchases primal

MUSICIAN

"This is an opportunity to do
things you didn't gel to do in
high school. These events make
the Howling Green education
much richer. Kennell said.
Deborah licit/, director of
public events at the College of
Musical Arts, said blanchard is
not only an honored musician,
but "very much a humanitarian.''
Horn and raised in New
Orleans, Blanchard was personally affected by Hurricane

From Page 1
thai Bianchard's visit is benefii ial to all students,
"Blanchard isa major musical
figure thai will be accessible to
all students, not just those in
music and film." Kennell said.
Kennell said guests like
Blanchard is what sets Howling
Green's education apart from
other universities and high

TUESDAY S BOWLING GREEN CITY COUNCIL MEETING
Next Meeting: Sept 17

MONDAY
11:06 A.M.
A vehicle parked on Manvtlle
Avenue was broken into overnight. A stereo faceplate, valued
at $100. was stolen,

By Magan Armentrout
Reporter
Action:

What This
Means To You:

The Black Swamp art show features over 100 national artists and
is located on Bowling Green's
Main Street. This weekend marks
the 15-year anniversary of the
festival. This is a free event to promote arts in the community

Mam. Pearl and Clay
Streets will be closed
to the public due to
the annual festival.

Vote: N/A

What This
Means To You:

Action:
A solar-powered crosswalk was
installed on Poe Road by the
airport intersection. The Public
Works financed the project from
their renewable energy fund.

The use of solar
power reduces the
community's electric

Vote: N/A

What This
Means To You:

Action:
A resolution was passed to allow
the Mayor to seek approval
with the Ohio Department of
Transportation to apply for a grant
that funds a transportation service
the city provides to the elderly
or disabled. This grant will come
through the U.S. Department ol
Transportation Federal Transit
Administration.

If a member of the
community qualifies,
he or she will receive
free transportation to
a destination of his
or her choice in the
Bowling Green area.

Vote: 6-0

Lionel Hampton Orchestra.
Blanchard soon began composing scores for films, including
"love & Basketball" and Their
lyes Were Watching Cod." But,
as a film composer, Blanchard
is best known for his partnership with Spike lee. In addition to "25th Hour"' and "When
the levees Broke," Blanchard
worked as a composer for lee's
"Inside Man." "Malcolm X" and
"Mo Better Blues."
Bianchard's visit is part of the
I lansen Musical Arts series.

BLOTTER

The goal of the series is to
welcome a guest of national
stature to interact with faculty
and students and to forge collaboration with the University
and the community," Kennell
said.
Blanchard was at the top of
the list of guests the selection
commit tee was review) ng, Fleitz
said.

"It's great that someone of this
stature is coming to work with
students and give a free con
cert," FleitZ said.

3:09 P.M.
Richard P. Phillips. 43. of Toledo,
was arrested for stealing a pink
and black girl's bicycle from a
home on Gypsy Lane Road.
3=23 P.M.
Margaret Nixon. 58. of Bowling
Green, reported that someone
tried to steal her purse in the
Meiier parking lot. Nixon left
her purse on the driver's seat
of her car with the door open
as she went to return her cart.
Al that time, a white male in
his early twenties with dark hair
and a scruffy beard attempted
to grab the purse. The suspect
then ran off and got into the
passenger seat of a gray pick-up
truck waiting near the parking
lot exit and drove off westbound
on Wooster Street. Police were
unable to locate the vehicle.
4:45 P.M.
A man was warned for criminal
trespassing for sleeping m a
Railroad Street laundromat several times over the weekend.
8:51 P.M.
Someone attempted to break
into a trailer on North Mam
Street One of the window
screens was torn, causing about
$50 worth of damage
934 P.M.
A Carol Road resident reported
two teenage males in a white
station wagon destroyed his
mailbox and drove off
9:47 P.M.
Paul Francis McGrath. 37. of
Newport. Mich., was arrested
I • ikon to the Wood County
Justice Center foi assaulting
Jose Jesus Olivatez. 42. of
Bowling Green, at the End Zone
bar Olivarez was also arrested
for disorderly conduct for taunting McGrath

TUESDAY

MUSIC

music, but I don't buy music
from it." Andersky said.
This is true of many: students
use ilunes because it is the
easiest organizational tool for
music but still do not purchase
music from it because there are
ways to pirate for free.
Students are faced with deciding whether or not to buy CDs
when they can download them
for free.
Buying CDs seem to be a t hing
of the past. Not very often are
people actually looking for CDs,
unless it is a personal favorite.
"I would buy a CD if I was gctting someone a gift," Gyurnek
said. "Or if I really enjoyed a
particular album so much that I
wanted a hard copy of it."
Even though pirating music
can be easy and free, Jennifer
Kahn, an employee at finders,
a local music store, said pirating does have an effect on some
business.
AvidmusicfanspiirchaseCDs,
"but there are people who want
to support t he music industry in
general, and the music purists,
who want the CD with every-

From Page 1

lively easy to use program that
contains no spyware. adware
or other software. It is a client

on the Gnutella Network, which
means it has open standards
and an open network
anyone
can use it at anytime.
torrents are another popular
way students pirate music.
Whether
it is uTorrenl,
Vzureus or BitComet, they
mostly all work the same way.
rhej are download management software which are easy
to use, fast and entirely Iree.
wailable for Macintosh and
PC users, mines is a digital
media player application introduced by Apple. It is for playing
and organizing digital music
and \ ideo files.
In addition, i Tunes can conned to the i'limes Store in order
HI download purchased digital
music, music videos and television shows.
"I use ifunes to listen to my

FALCOM
FACTS

CORRECTION
POLICY

There arc at least 2 hidden
"treasures" to be found on
campus, so grab a map and

i ' to correct all factual errors.
•t mk an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966

go cosh in!

ffimsto© sic

*■ Graduate

12T4A.M.
Ralph G Elliot III, 20. ol Bowling
Green, and James M Hood.
24. of Toledo, were arrested at
the corner of Main Street and
Napoleon Road for criminal mischief after they were seen firing
paintballs at traffic signs from
their vehicle

Record
setter goes
missing

In 2002, fossett became the
first person to Ily around the

By Sandra Chercb
The Associated Press

world alone in a balloon, in two

MINDEN, Nev. — Millionaire
adventurer Steve I'osselt, who
has cheated death time and
again in his successful pursuit
of aviation records, was missing yesterday after taking off in
a single-engine plane the day
before to scout locations for
a land-speed record, officials
said.
Teams searched a broad
swath of rugged terrain in
western Nevada near the ranch
where he took off, but searchers had little to go on because
he apparently didn't file a
flight plan, a Federal Aviation
Administration
spokesman
said.
"They are working on some
leads, but they don't know
where he is right now," FAA
spokesman Ian Ciregor said.
Fossett, the first person to
circle the world solo in a balloon, was seeking places for
an upcoming attempt to break
the land speed record in a car,
said Sir Richard Branson, the
U.K. billionaire who has helped
finance many of Fossett's
adventures.
The 63-year-old took off
alone at 8:45 a.m. Monday

weeks, his balloon Hew 19,428.6
miles around the Southern
Hemisphere. The record came
after five previous attempts
some of them spectacular and
frightening failures.
it is among dozens of firsts
claimed by Fossett in his life
as an adventurer, which lie
embarked on after a success
fill career in securities. He set
marks for speed or distance
in balloons, airplanes, gliders,
sailboats — even cross-country
skis and an airship, according
to liis Web site.
In March 2005. he became
the first person to fly a plane
solo around the world without
refueling. I leand a co-pilot also
claim to have set a world glider
altitude record of 50,671 feet
during a flight in August 200(i
over the Andes Mountains.
Branson said in a statement
that Fossett's flight Monday
was preparation for a shot at yet
another mark: He was searching for dry lake beds that might
be suitable for an attempt to
break the land speed record in
a car,
Fossett was flying solo and
was carrying four full tanks of
gas on board, Branson said.

RYANSOOEMIN

from an airstrip at hotel magnate Barron Hilton's Flying M
Ranch, about 70 miles southeast of Reno. A friend reported
him missing when he didn't
return, authorities said.
Thirteen
aircraft
were
searching for I'osselt in addition to ground crews, said Maj.
Cynthia S. Ryan of the Civil
Air Patrol. The teams were
conducting grid searches over
7,500 square miles — an area
larger than Connecticut — but
were concentrating on an area
of 600 square miles.
"It is a very large haystack,
and an airplane is a very small
needle, no doubt about it," Ryan
said during a late afternoon
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You deserve an UPGRADE!
Studio apartments avanauim
Summer, semester, or year leases
Low as $425 per month
Includes all utilities
Laundry facilities

X

•
•
•
•

Stove, Mdge, microwave. 25' TV
Full cable W/HBO Outdoor pool use
Fully furnished

Condominiums torrent!

Beautiful ranch style condominiums
$650/month p/us uimies
Washer and dryer hook up
Quiet tenants desired
1or2 Bedroom

Excellent location for BGSUI
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal
Jacuzzi tub in some units
Den/Office in some units
Central air

paint the townN
w

ranqe*
rown
homecoming 2007
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THE AVIATOR: GfobalFfyer pilot Stew Fossett waves to the crowd at the Salina
Municipal Airport in Salina. Kan
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news conference.
Authorities stressed that they
are considering their efforts a
rescue mission.
"We are committing maximum resources to this effort."
Ryan said.
The terrain of the search area
is varied, ranging from high
deserts with dry lake beds and
sagebrush to rugged mountain
peaks.
It is not uncommon for pilots
flying out of a remote, private
airstrip to do so without filing
a flight plan, Ryan said. Fossett
had "full radio capability" but
did not make radio contact
with anyone at the ranch after
his takeoff.

Preferred
Properties Co.
www.pfelerredproperliesco.com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
•
•
•
•
-

Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apts.(downtown)
Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
Piedmont "Newly Renovation"
• Houses
Updated Birchwood
small pets allowed
^^^^
see our website or
JU
^^^_
call for more details

M

Now

Renting

eutr
^
muuu
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OFFICE HOURS

SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

Mon-Fri: 8-12 41-4:30
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

CAMPUS
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GETALIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS
Some ewim lalen fiom e*nubgsuedu

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Paintball USA Promotion/
Sale
Union Mall

6 7 p.m
FYSS- Myths and
Legends: Exploring
Traditions at BGSU
314 Union

6:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Auditions for Acting Up:
One Act Play Showcase
400 University Hall

Strange facts make Ohio history interesting
By Adam Louis
Reporter

Baltimore-born grad student
1-niily Smedick held a presentation last night in the Union to
assist first-year students who, like
her. come from out of slate.
Out of state students faee different challenges, Smedick said,
particularly at a school like IKISU
where most come from in state.
In fact, all of the attendants at the
event were from Ohio.
Smedick is a graduate stu-

dent, majoring in college student
personnel, learning about the
various aspects of college students' lives.
Smedick listed some "random Ohio facts" she had
learned during her stay at
Bowling Green, which included geographical knowledge of
the state, the names of famous
Ohioans and other interesting
bits of information.
Smedick wanted to give the
audience information they
weren't likely to hear any-

where else.
"This is stuff you don't necessarily hear about in orientation," she said.
In addition to a host of
Ohio trivia, Smedick also gave
the audience more practical
information on how to succeed at the University.
First-year students face the
challenge of time management. Smedick said.
"I know when I went to college I was like, VVoah, I have so
much time on my hands. Do

PAINTBALL PEDDLER

400 and 405 University Hall

6:30-8 p.m.
FYSS-I wish I knew I
Couldn't Do That

By Ella Fowl.r
Reporter

The first Faculty Senate meeting of (he year look place yesterday and dealt with an issue
many colleges are facing across
the siaie.
This year, Ohio has united
its 13 public universities and 24
community colleges, including BGSU. under the University
System of Ohio, which will unite
higher education institutions
by focusing on common goals
while still maintaining their own
identities.
All colleges, including the
University, now must report to
a chancellor — currently Uric
lingerhut
who will meet with
the presidents of all the universities and colleges to discuss a
10-year plan for that institution.
In addition, lingerhut will be

316 Union
7

p.m
Scholarship Board
Hearing
307 Union

FYSS ■ Dance Marathon
101
308 Union

7 - 9 p.m
UAO Homecoming Ticket
Pre-sale for Third Eye
Blind Concert
228 Union

8 p.m.
Hansen Series: Terence
Blanchard Quintet
Concert

making derisions pertaining to

Moore Musical Arts Center

Greek Judicial Board
Hearings

: p.m.
Wednesdays in the Pub:
Trivia
101 Union

I study or do I take a nap?',"
Smedick said.
Smedick encouraged the
students to schedule a time
to do homework and a lime to
have fun.
"If you go out on both Friday
and Saturday night, try not
to go out during the week,"
Smedick said. "College is
about fun too, but you should
balance it with all thai reading and writing and thai kind
of stuff."

Smedick s 'Random
Ohio Facts':

■ Toledo. Columbus.
Cincinnati. Akron, and
Cleveland are ranked
among the top 100 most
populous cities in the U.S.
■ The Wright brothers.
seven presidents and astronaut Neil Armstrong were
born in Ohio.
■ Cincinnati had tin ■ •
traffic light.
■ Bowling Green is the only
Ohio city powered by wind.
■ Fifty percent of the
U.S. population lives
within a 500-mile radius of
Columbus.

University joins plan to
no colleges goals

Auditions for the
Newcomers Showcase

306 Union

Wfdneiday.Sgplatibe.5 20075

AP PHOTO

PAINTBALL: scott Coopei. spokespeison for promotional advertising, talks to University

tuition rates and other fees.
University President Sidney
Ribeau addressed faculty and
staff about the new University
System of Ohio at yesterday's
Faculty Senate meeting.
"We are now under the
University System of Ohio," he
said. "We have been changed
... and no one really knows
what that |the University
System of Ohio] means. It is.
in fact, different."
The major change that has
occurred under the University
System of Ohio is thai tuition
increase is not decided bvindivid-

ALL

"We have been

in mandatory cost which deals
with salary and personnel costs
of faculty and staff.
Senate committees
really knows what willFaculty
play an important role in
reducing (he budget problem.
that means."
"I have aski'd by midSidneyRibeau|UniveisilyPiesident December for every unit Icotnmilleel to have to me a reporl
explaining how we are going to
ual institutions. Inn by lingerhut
modify' the budget" Hibeau said.
and (iOK led Strickland.
I le added thai these reports are
Currently,
because
the
important in helping with this
University's tuition late was fixed
problem.
al (I percent tiiis year. BfiSU has
Shirley Haugher, the new
had a S3 million shortfall in the
budget By the end of the year, vice president and provost for
the I university has to break even, Academic Affairs, addressed
and there is no "roll over" onlo
Faculty Senate also, and said
next years budget.
communication is an important
The University had a I) per- aspect in reducing the budget.
cent increase in tuition despite
"It will be very, wry importhe fact ili.it milion makes up
tant for us 10 communicate
70 percent of the budget. While
with each olher and keep that
communication Bowing," she
[here was a 5 percent increase
from the State the stale only said. "What we are thinking and
where we are is very important"
makes up .'(0 percent of the
Baugher added thai ibis is
University's budget
So if you do the math, you gel
a very important and critical
a 5 percent increase on 30 per- time for the University, and faculty members need lo challenge
cent and a 0 percenl Increase
themselves for that future.
on 70 percent, and that is pan
Of the problem," he said.
Faculty Senate Chair Patrick
Not only has the 0 percenl
Pauken reiterated that the
increase on fees helped to University may be facing a
budget crisis, but thai it-should
fuel the budget crisis, but the
in no way hinder the leaching
University also had to reduce
on campus.
its iiisiiHitioii.il financial aid for
this school year because they
"No... challenge should preexceeded lasl year's budget and
vent us from outstanding
teaching, learning, scholarship
needed to cap this year's budgel
to compensate. Also, this year and personal and professional
there was a 4 percenl increase
development" he said.

changed and no one

CAMPUS

Picnic &
Campus Fest
ll:00am-3:00pm I Friday, September 7, 2007

FORUM
'Lfc ON

"It's an opportunistic crime and there's a lot of opportunity out there."
- Campus Police Lt. David Weeltley, on vehicle break-ins [see story, p. 1]
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IE JTREET Do you think it's OK to download music without paying for it? [see story, p. 1]

"No. because it hurts
the aitist in the end."

"No. but I do it."

"Yes, because I'm

"No, not at all. Yeah, I

poor."

still do it, too."

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion tor

MICHELLE COOPER.
Junror. Special Education

MARCUS SMITH,
Junior. Secondary
Childhood Education

LETTERSTO THE EDITOR
Art can be more than
meets the eye (or ear)
i scut hed and searched lor
something in Brian Kutzley's
article that didn't cry wolf ahum
"liberal bias" in media, and I
couldn't find it,
Kutzley is trying toss.) Intellectual an can't In'.i legitimate form
ol political expression, which I
am dumbfounded by li seems
strange thai one could complain
about politics in music, and not
mention the mindless ramblings
ol led Nugent. I reallj hate to call
extreme conservative bias on this
one. Inn I realh, have no choice
The books, movies and music
Kul/le\ uses in liis argument
have long been characterized as
"liberal" or "anti-establishment,"
and I find this selection lar too
narrow and specific to be coincidental I understand what the
author is sa\ ing, hut 1 completely
disagree.
I lind hypocrisy ill his call
lor lair and balanced [no pun
intended) political expression.
IrVhj isn't political outrage valid
because it comes in the form of
Bit?Also, wh) isn't this true lor

conservative media?
We should never assume a
person is mieducaled simply
because ol the medium he or
she uses to express themsehes.
As far as Had Religion goes, a little research would have revealed
thai the band has absolutely
nothing to do with anarchy.
(,rcg Graffin, the bands vocalist and co-songwriter, has a
doctorate degree in anthropology and is a professor at UCLA,
I think this makes him much

more qualified to make political
statements in his an than Uncle
led. who said that he was "too
busy learning'' to pursue a college education.
— Chris dross
Senior. ('onijniU'r Science
Football's win gives yet
another reason to watch
It's amazing just how far one

tooih.d I game can go to spark
talk about our football team
once again on campus.
Hut. for at least Saturday of
this sear, true Howling (ireen
football fans had something to
cheer about for weeks to conic: a
win against a Big Ten opponent.
It is understandable to me how
many students do not embrace
die H( ISU football team. Many
have grown up rooting for Ohio
State, Michigan and other large
schools around the area.
I lowever, the choice was made
by these students to come to
this wonderful institution to not
only get an education, but to also
support and encourage those
who provide BGSU national
notoriety through athletics.
from 2001 to 2003, BG football
enjoyed some of the best success
a Mid-American Conference
team has had in the history of
its existence. With wins over Big
Ten schools like Northwestern
(twice) and Purdue, Big 12
schools such as Missouri (twice]
and Kansas, for once little of
Bowling Green became a fixture
in the college football world.
A national ranking, a MAC;
Championship Game appear-

SPEAK YOUR MIND

■ E-mail us at
thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new
comment box at the Union
Information Center.

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in
210 West Hall.

ance and a bowl win solidified
just how far BG football had
come. Fast forward to 2007, and
we lind ourselves in the same
position. Our football program
has just come off the biggest
win it has had in four years and
quickly instilled optimism and
hope for future things to come
this year.
The spread offense has provided extra excitement into
game, and exceptional athletes
have shown they can play with
the big boys. So, to my fellow
students this football season, I
urge you to turn your eyes away
from Columbus, Ann Arbor anil
South Bend and focus on a football team that plays in our own
backyard. I think you'll find it
to be just as exciting as any BCS
football game. It'll prove to you
that little ol' Bowling Green can,
and always will, compete with
bigger-named teams.
— leremy Mleck
lunior. Environmental Policy

A solution for your traffic woes
DAVEHERRERA
SfcMOR EDITOR

I ast I riilay, around S p.m„ I was
driving down last Wooster Street.
luckily. I was going downtown,
because in the other direction,
toward Interstate 7.r>, there was a
Irallic nightman1.
Cars were lined up from the
gas stations near the interstate to
I ounders — a least a mile long.
The line was, I assume, students using Monday's day off to
head home for the weekend. I
was with my girlfriend at the time,
and as we drove by, she asked,
'Why don't they jusuarpool?"
I thought about this question lor a moment. Then I, too,
wondered, "Why don't they just
carpool?"
So now I ask: Why don't you
all just carpool? Why don't both
students and the University
take steps to promote carpools
or public transportation during
long weekends, when students
are most likely going home for a
few days?
Of course, maybe lots of students already are carpooling, and
the line of cars 1 saw would have
been that much longer had they
not been.
But there's not much evidence,
at least on the Web, to suggest
that's happening.
MyBGSU offers a "Ride
Hoard" message board under
the "Community" tab for every
student on campus. Hut by my
count, four people posted look-

ing for a carpool or offering one.
There's a "BGSU Ride Board"
group on facebook that received
a total of one post — someone
looking for a passenger on her
trip to Cincinnati.
Is carpooling re;dly that unpopular? Why?
Chances are there's someone
who needs to go to roughly the
same place as you. It's a state
school, so most of the undergraduates are Ohio residents
— in fact, around 90 percent of
them are. according to the Office
of Institutional Research.
Use the Ratebook group that's
already online, or the MyBGSU
page and find people who need
to go to the same place and want
to go around the same time.
Rework your schedules a bit if
you need to — if you think it's too
hard, just look at the benefits you
miss out on.
first, carpooling is cheap. You
probably already know that $2.50
or more for a tank of gas adds
up quickly, even if you're going
somewhere close to Bowling
Green, If you get four people in
your car. you've cut your costs to
a 11 HI i id 75 cents a gallon.
Second, it saves you time.
Think of the traffic jam you faced
trying to get to 1-75 leaving BG,
or trying to get back. Now think
of that traffic jam with half of the
traffic, or less.
Third, it's better for the environment. Every fewer car off the
road going home is thai much
less exhaust spewing into the
atmosphere.
Officials at the University have
room to get into this act, too.
First, they can promote the
Ride Board site. Don't hide it from
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students when they first log into
MyBGSU, as it is at least on my
version of it. Why not put a link
on the default screen?
Belter yet. put a link on the
bgsu.edu main page, or advertise
around campus to students that
it's an available service.
If the University really wants
to get involved, it can use our
buses to create a series of routes
that would spread across Ohio.
One bus hits towns around, say,
50 miles from BG, another goes
100 miles, and so on. Parents or
friends could pick up students at
each stop.
Even if those parents and
friends have to drive a few miles
to get to the stop, that's still a few
hundred miles less than having
individual students drive to their
hometowns.
Obviously the bus system
would take some time to plan
and implement. With tight budgets abound this year, it probably
won't be on the radar screen
soon.
And of course, some students
wouldn't have a car at home if
they went with a group. That's
a sacrifice I suppose we'd have
to make.
I"erhaps students are already
taking advantage of the fact that
they live in a dorm with access to
lots of other students. Maybe carpools are springing up that way,
no technology required — I don't
really have a way to tell.
But let's hope they are, and if
they're not, that they get moving
before fall Break in October.

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewsom.

en coal, wind and water fail,
nuclear power is the answer

Got something you want to
say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in
touch with us for letters to the
editor:

Be sure to read the full
submission guidelines at the
bottom of this page.

BYRON HILLS,
Junior. Middle Childhood
Education

REBECCA
ROBINSON.
Senior. Psychology

The dawn of the 21 si century
seemed to present unending
possibilities and limitless potential, but these first seven years
have shown us just how fragile
this reality is. New dangers and
crises appear across every horizon and seldom does a day go
by that we do not hear news or
read statistics warning of the
fiimsiness of our current state
of affairs. Our national security
is provided as much by oil as by
tanks and aircraft carriers, and
we now rely on foreign nations
for more than half of the oil the
nation needs. And our environment, that incredibly resilient
womb that nurtures and provides for the whole of humanity,
has been shown to be on the
verge of disaster.
To many, these issues are
unrelated, each requiring the
resources of the nation to provide a unique solution. The
answer to our oil dependence
does, after all, exist right now
in the form of coal. The United
States has by some estimates
enough coal to power our lights
and homes for two centuries,
a huge supply that has earned
us a title as the Saudi Arabia of
coal. Removing oil as a source of
power generation and replacing
it entirely with coal is economically viable, and even to some a
politically popular plan, but the
environmental cost would be
dramatic and irreparable.
The answer therefore lies not
in addressing each problem as
an independent crisis, but rather
in considering them blessedly
linked. Eor seldom do two so
serious predicaments lend
themselves to such an obvious

and common solution. In order
to reduce our carbon footprint,
the nation's energy production
methods must be altered, and
in so doing we have the exceptional opportunity to both end
our reliance on imported energy
and drastically cut our carbon
emissions.
There are a number of alternatives that exist to end our
reliance on cheap, carbon-based
sources of power. If implemented correctly they could bring
an end not only to oil-based
electricity, but also to coal-fire
plants as well. The key lies in a
broad, national plan that uses
the strengths of each region of
the country to optimize usage of
alternative energy sources. In the
west, where the days are long
and sunny, solar-based power
is a practical replacement for
traditional methods of electric
generation. On the coasts where
winds are constant, armadas of
electricity-producing windmills
can be created to power cities
and suburbs, large rivers can
be captured and tamed in the
manner of the famous Hoover
Dam, and now even the power
of waves rolling in from sea can
be converted into cheap, renewable, pollution-tree power for
millions.
Unfortunately, for a nation
of mass consumers numbering over 300 million, there is
currently no pollution-free way
to provide all the electricity we
need to operate our homes,
businesses, hospitals and computers. And where wind, solar or
other methods fail to provide the
energy we need we must look
to the power of the atom. The
United States, with 104 reactors
already produces more electricity from nuclear power than any
other country on the planet.
Despite this, only one-fifth of
our domestic energy consumption is nuclear based, meaning
that if we were to seriously

seek an end to coal and oil, the
construction of numerous new
reactors would be an unavoidable necessity. France recently
completed a similar transformation, closing the last of its coal
power plants and relying on
nuclear reactors for 80 percent
of its energy. As a result, France
enjoys some of the cheapest
power in Europe, and because
nuclear reactors produce no
airborne pollution, France also
has the cleanest air of any of the
world's industrial powers.
New technologies are presenting solutions to the problems
that exist with these reactors. A
whole generation of computer
controls and safety systems have
been designed in the decades
since the last new nuclear power
plant came online in the U.S.,
and equally new technologies
now allow for the volume and
the radioactivity of waste to
be greatly reduced, leaving a
substantially smaller risk of environmental contamination when
disposing of waste.
As technology and science
continue to advance, alternatives even to nuclear power
will begin to assert themselves.
Fusion has the potential to provide literally infinite power for
the worid. Space-based solar
power with fleets of satellites
harnessing and releasing the
power of the sun for billions
of people is equally enticing
because it is rapidly becoming
feasible. But for now, solutions
must be implemented or our
nation will continue to face the
shocking realities of our own
insecurity. And perhaps in the
process of this transformation
we can show the world how to
save itself from the devastation
our own pollution as brought
upon us.
Send comments about this
column to thenews@bgnews.com

TOMORROW IN FORUM
New columnist Brandon Wray
on returning to BGSU as a
graduate student after nearly
a decade in the professional
world.

ANVif RICANS SKIP S1EEP To MAKE TlrWE FOP LEISURE.
ACTIVITIES LfeO—■
_jr-~
■^^yi^ftig BOSS WAN T^P ■
7VW TALK TO (MR SMtfrt ABOUT 1
SLEEPING ON THE JOB -DO/
70UTMINK I SHOULD
WAKE HIM OP t

Send comments about this
column to llienews@bgnews.com
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The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are
to be fewer than 500 words These
are usually in response to a current
issue on the University's campus or
the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
The maximum number of submissions for columns is two per month.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS,
attachment to thtHiewiebgntwfc
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only e-mailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing. All letters are subject to
review for length and clarity before
printing.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG Newi.
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SIDELINES

Netters take two in Cali
BASKETBALL
Daniels to be
inducted into BG
Hall of Fame
BG basketball alumnus and
current Washington Wizards
guard Antonio Daniels was
chosen to be inducted into
the BG Hall of Fame. Daniels
and six others will be honored
on Sept 21.

,

FOOTBALL
2007 football tab to
come out Thursday
Check out Thursday's football
tab to get in depth information about the team, including
the big win over Minnesota.

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History

JORDAN FLOWER

THE BG NEWS

BIG HIT: Siepharoe Swiger (4) rises up lo hit the ball during a match. Over the weekend. BG lost then lust match to Cal State-Fullerton. only to rebound and beat Stony Brook and Portland State to finish 2-1 m California

1994-Jerry Rice (49ers)
catches an NFL record 127th
touchdown.

Volleyball recovers from rough start, improves overall record to 4-3

1987-John McEnroe fined
$17,500 for tirades at U.S.
Tennis Open
1972— Palestinian terrorists kill 11 Israeli Olympians at
Munich games.
1960— Cassius Clay wins
Oytmpic light heavyweight
gold medal.
1901-National
Association of Professional
Baseball Leagues forms.

The List

By Adam Micim
Reporter

lirook, 3-1, by a score of 3019, 23-30. 30-23, 30-25. They
improved their record to 4-3
BGSU's women's volleyball overall after the weekend.
"This was a tough tournateam had a rough start to their
weekend in California alter los- ment for our team, but we did
ing their first match. But they finish 2-1," Coach Denise Van
made sure that did not become De Walle said. "We used our
a trend as they won their next freshman setter and she came
two matches to finish the week- in and led the team to victories
against l'SU and Stony Brook.
end 2-1.
On Friday night, the Falcons Our lineup has become more
lost to host Cal Stale Fullerlon, flexible, making our team even
3-0, by a score of 30-27, 32-30, better."
Against Cal State-Fullerton,
30-25. They would rebound
on Saturday to defeat Portland the Falcons could not pull it
State 3-2 by a score of 28-30. 23- out in the close games. BGSU
found themselves down 1930.30-22,30-22,17-15.
They also defeated Stony 11 in the first game and cut

team hit .212 for the match
whil&CSF hit .295.
"The Fullerton match was a
In the second game, the teams disappointment," Van De Walle
traded leads throughout until said. "We were prepared but
they tied it at 30-30. Brittany didn't execute on any level. We
Moore had two consecutive changed a lew things up after
kills to give CSI the game and the match, including starting
the 2-0 lead in the match. The Sam Fish as our setter and we
Falcons again trailed most of rebounded well the rest of the
the third game, but rallied to weekend."
The Falcons rebounded to
tr.ril r>-24. CSF scored five of
the next six points to sweep the complete a big comeback after
dropping the first two games
match.
Madeline Means led the against Portland State. In the
Falcons in kills with 10 for the first game, the teams were
match, bin the Falcons strug- tied at 28 before PSU had two
gled for the most part, as only kills by trica lepsen to win the
three Falcons hit over .300. The game. The Falcons had their

the lead to 29-27 after scoring
seven straight points, but could
not finish off the comeback.

worst game of the tournament
as they were down 20-19 before
PSU scored 10 of the next 14
points.
BGSU returned the favor with
big seven-point victories in the
next two games as the Falcons
established themselves with a
better offensive performance in
these games than the previous
two.
The deciding fifth game saw
an incredible 13 ties as the teams
battled, but neither could grab
any son of lead. BGSU saw a kill
by Corrie Mills followed by a PSU
enor to capture the match.
See VOLLEY I Page 6

The world of sports is chock
full of memorable nicknames.
In honor of great nicknames,
we list five of the most
memorable.

,

1. "Phi Slamma
Jamma"- The name

en's soccer team ties a game, wins
another on Florida road trip

Dodge, duck, dip, dive,
e-competitive

given to the talented mid
By Scan Shapiro
Reporter

1980s University of Houston
hoops teams starring Hakeem

BG Dodgeball Club
Quick Facts

Olajuwon and Clyde Drexler
2. "He Hate Me"This was on the back of the
uniform of Rod Smart, the
most famous XFL player in
the league, not that that's saying much.

3. "The Miracle On
Ice"— The nickname was
coined shortly after the 1980
U.S. hockey team beat the
nearly unbeatable Soviet
Union in Lake Placid. New

York.
4. The Great
ne — The name given

JORDAN H.0WER

By Pete Schramm

Reporter

Wayne Gretzky, who owns
pretty much every NHL
record.
5. Michael "Air"
rdan - The nickname
to describe Jordan's
lility to jump really high and
row down highlight reel
inks.

-'It

BIG BOOT: Jjcob Lawrence boots the ball against Oakland University The men's soccer team went 1-0-1 in Flonda over the weekend.

The BGSU men's soccer team
tied Florida International 0-0 on
Friday and beat Florida Atlantic
2-1 on Sunday, wrapping up a
two-game road trip to Florida.
On Friday, the Falcons' muchimproved defense was on display
as the teams battled into two overtimes, but still could not decide a
winner. On Sunday, the Falcons
were led to victory by goals from
midfielder Ochuko Fvwaraye and
defender Thomas McLean.
McLean, a freshman captain,
said he was pleased with the way
the team played, but said there's
still plenty of room for improvement.

"I think everyone that stepped
in and played did well," Mcl.ean
said. "We have a few little things
to work on over the season, but
as we practice a little and let the
coach coach us a little more into
the way he wants as to play, we
are going to improve and keep
on doing better throughout the
season."
With the temperature soaring to 93 degrees on Friday and
97 degrees Sunday, the Falcons
withstood the intense heat to
have strong showings against two
notoriously strong Florida teams.
"It was extremely hot, but I think
the coach prepared us well for
it. We had tons of water to drink"
senior forward Abiola Sandy said
The Falcons will be tested again

this weekend when they travel
to the Washington, DC, area for
games against George Mason on
Friday and American University
on Sunday. According to Sandy;
the team is confident and excited
to move further into the season.
"In prior years, 1 feel like we had
a group of good players, but we
didn't have a team,'" Sandy said.
"Right now we feel like we have
a team and we are going in the
right direction, and I think the
^uys are really confident going
into Washington this weekend."
The Falcons will return home
on Friday, Sept. 14, for the regular season home opener against
Central Arkansas as pan of the
BGSU Invitational.

Dodgeball is a sport most associated with elementary school
gym classes, but for more than
40 students in the Bowling
Green dodgeball club, it has
become a passion.
"A lot of people know of
dodgeball, but I don't think a
lot of people have played competitively," said Fric Fiske. one
of the founding fathers of BG's
dodgeball club.
The club, which is part of the
National College Dodgeball
Association, was founded by
juniors Fiske and Mike Fulton
in 2002.
Fiske and Fulton began the
club because of their love of
dodgeball that they developed
in their hometown of Rocky
River, Ohio.
The two have been friends
since elementary school. They
played recreation league dodgeball together, and ■«• before that,
they played in Fulton's basement.
"We used to play with his dad
down in the basement, we had
little balls that we were throwing around breaking |things|."
Fiske said.
Despite forming the club
in 2002, the team didn't take
off until last school year when
they competed in the NCDA
end of the year tournament at
Michigan State University.
At the tournament. BG competed against the top three

Legit: The BG Dodgeball Club
is a member of the National
College Dodgeball Association.
Owned and Operated: The
club was founded by two juniors.
Eric Fiske and Mike Fulton.
For the Love of the Game:
The club played in four games
last year. They are currently talking to Michigan State and Delta
University about setting up two
more contests.

teams from the 2006 tournament, including Ohio State, the
three-time reigning champion
at the time.
BG ended up losing all four
games, but the tournament
turned out to be a great learning experience and showed the
team how large-scale college
dodgeball has become.
"We learned a lot from that
tournament. It was kind of
interesting, we came back and
the next practice we had the
people that went to the tournament play against the people
that didn't just to see what we
learned," Fiske said. "And it
was pretty amazing. We kind of
creamed them."
The NCDA currently consists
of 16 teams around the Midwest
and has a goal of establishing
teams at several more schools
Sec DOME | Page 6
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From Page 5
"We were pleased with the win
and the fact thai we found out
liming and rhythm," Stephanie
Swiger said. "It was a critical
lime lor us urn to lei the week
end gel .may after the first loss
and we tound a way lo win a
dogfight with 1'SU. Hopefully,
that match will he a turning
point lor our season.'
BG tiit ._':!:! as a team while
foul Falcons had double-digit
kills, led by Swig;'! will) II.
Kendra Halm hit .4.">5 with 12
kills. Sam Fish, freshman, saw
most of the lime as seller lor
the first lime in her career and
responded with 49 assists and
12 digs.
The third match of the week
end saw a more erratic HO team
as they were able to capture
the first game easily hut lost
the second one just as easily.
Two solid performances in the
third and loin ill game gave
the Falcons a multiple victory
Weekend for the first time this
season.
fish again posted a double
double with 12 assists and 1(1

digs. Swiger and Means led the
team with 12 kills while Means
also had 15digs to gel her fourth
double-double ol the season,
Having a team with so many
options gives us a different look
and feel on the court," Domek
said. "We ran change things
when we need lo and play with
anyone once we get the right
lineup together."
fish and Chelsey Meek were
named to the Ml -Tournament
Team, Meek averaged 5.58 digs
a game while also collecting
eight assists, four service aces
and one kill on the tournament
\e\l weekend, the falcons
will again travel west as ihey
head lo Mew Mexico to play
Gonzaga, Northern Colorado
and New Mexico. I lie falcons
will be aiming to record their
lirsi sweep of a weekend and
tournament championship ol
[he season.
"Our schedule is allowing us
to play heller competition than
usual before Mid-American
Conference play," Van DeWalle
said. "It is preparing us to know
thai we have no easy wins in
the MAC and we must play our
hardest even day."

DODGE
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Tressel rooted for Michigan to avoid

From Page 5
this year.
The associations rules
call for two teams of 15 with
two 25-roinute halves. To
score a point, a team must
eliminate the other team
completely. After each point
Is scored, the teams reset to
the flill roster.
Another
difference
between the NCDA and elementary school gym classes
is the presence of a six-man
referee team that monitors
catches, outs, a shot clock.
and even has the (lower to
issue red and yellow cards.
Having only played four
official games last season,
the team has been talking
to both Michigan State and
Delta University to try to
plan two games, one home
and one away before the
national tournament in the
spring.
The team is currently
accepting members and
has
weekly
practices
Monday nights ai ihe Ferry
I ieldhouse.

By Rusty Millar
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS — Fans cheered,
players laughed, horns honked.
It was quite a little celebration.
No, that wasn't the reaction
around Ohio Stadium to Ohio
State's 38-6 win over Youngstown
State on Saturday, but rather
Michigan's stunning 34-32 home
loss to Appalachian state thai
ended later.
The final minutes of the game
were shown on ihe big screen
at Ihe stadium alter most of the
105,000 paying fans had filed
out. The blocked field goal in the
last seconds that preserved the
win elicited a large roar in the
near-empty stadium. Workers in
Ihe press box had lo be shushed
because they were rejoicing too
loudly alter the upset.
Down in a room near the
home locker room, the Buckeyes
smiled when Ihe final score was
relayed to them.
Yel Ohio State coach lim
Tressel says he had Ihe opposite

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

Life

reaction. I le was rooting for the
Wolverines.
"I'm never glad when a conference opponent loses outside of
your game with them," Tressel
said yesterday. "You're always
rooting for your brethren in Ihe
Dig fen."
That might be so, but such a
high-profile loss wilr undoubtedly make it much easier for Tressel
and his staff lo emphasize thai
the threat of a mammoth upset is
always present. No. 12 Ohio State
is a lopsided favorite on Saturday
against Akron.
"Anytime you see an alleged
upset anywhere, it's a great
reminder,'' Tressel said. "It |the
thought I only lasts 30 seconds
so you can get your mind back
on what you have to do. but I'm
sure every time, even if you see
one on NIT. Sunday where the
0-1 team beats (he 1-0 team, it's
just another reminder."
Defensive
back
Donald
Washington said he has suffered
through some awful losses and
that it's best for the Wolverines to

just forget aboul the humiliating
defeat.
"You just have to just come
back and focus on ihe next task
at hand," he said. "You can't
dwell on last week because its
gone, you can't change it. I'm
sure those guys are coming back
and they're ready for week two."
Appalachian
State
and
Youngstown State are powerhouses in Ihe liHitball Championship
Subdivision, formerly known as
l-AA. They met last year in ihe IAA national semifinals, eventual
champion Appalachian Stale
winning 49-24. Since that was
Youngstown Stale's most recent
game, that was the game Cape
the Buckeyes watched much of
last week to get ready for the
Penguins,
I very time you watched
the film you'd say, hey, this
\ppalai In.in Slate is a good
football learn,'' Tressel said.
It'saconsiaiil battle for theelile
programs, avoiding overlooking
an unknown opponent that can
make history by winning.

Lo Duca, Mets slug Reds
By Jo. Kay
The Associated Press

I l\t INNAIT
Paul l.o Duca hit
a pair of three-run homers and
drove in a career-high seven runs
last night, powering the New York
Mets lo their fifth straight victory,
11-7 over the C Tncinnali Reds.
The Nl. Hast leaders have
regained control ol their division
with their longest winning streak
of ihe season. A balanced offense
has led Ihe way. piling up 46 runs
in the last six games and reaching
double-digits three times.
No matter who the Reds put
on ihe mound, the Meis hit him.
Hard.
In I luca got it starled with his
three-run hornet in the second
inning oil Matt Belisle, a drive
thai was caught by a Ian wearing
a white Mets jersey in ihe front
row behind the left field wall.

Itighl oil the hat, things were
going right.
After falling behind 5-3, the
Mets sent nine hatters to the
plate for five runs in ihe sixth
inning, a rally started by Carlos
Helmuts two-run homer. Shawn
(ireen added a two-run double
off reliever bill Bray (3-21 during
ihe comeback, and Ixi Duca finished il with an Kill single.
D) Duca. who hadn'l homered
since lune 30, hit another threerun shot in ihe eighth oil Tbdd
Colley to complete his career
night. His previous best was six
IIHIs on lune 26, 2001, al San
Francisco.
Carlos Delgado. (ireen and lo
Duca each had three hits apiece,
helping Icft-handci Oliver I'ere/
(13-9) gel Ihe victory on an offnight, I'ere/ lasted only five
innings, walked five and gave up
five runs.

NOT NEWS
WE LAUGH AT THINGS YOU'D ONLY LAUGH AT IN YOUR LIVING ROOM.
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THIS WEEK'S BAD JOKE
Q: Why did Snoop Dogg need an umbrella?
A: Fo Drizzle

your manners
while moshing
J0NRUG6IER0

\ few weeks ago, I weni to ;i Fantastirpunk ska show where I ;:iii
caughi in .i mush pit — Scot) Ian
would be proud.
ubile getting pummeled by
.ill sons ni big, sweaty dudes
whose idea of dancing is puncli,ini.' ina 15 foot radius, 1
il il ing iiioui the proper
etiquette for being in ;i mosh
i decided to help out my
no.hi is in any future
thrashings they'll be involved In.

! low, might you .isk-' By writDok, oi course. [Because
.ill musk i.HIS love and have the

like comes on. That's when he
evolves into DiscoStu; heskanks
anil attempts to dance like It's
his job. Slay away from these
kids: they become prime targets
for the other two guys.
Know when In mosh:
This is a pretty basic one.
Moshing. as any pure mosher
will It'll you, is an art form. Vbu
IIIIISI know how in. and. more
Importantly, when to do it. For
instance, il you see an] son
oi metal rock show, moshing
is highlj encouraged. In fai t,
you'll gei the crap kicked out of
you anyway il you aren't ill the
mosh moshing's "darned il you
do, darned if you don't" principle, if you will). Not .ill music
genres are prime for moshing.
I or Instance, U you were to go
to a Kick Springfield or Britne]
Spears show whatevei the heck
ii is kid- listen to these days),
punching out little girls and
creep) older men isn'l the best
behavior. Save youi child and
pedophile beatings for your own
home.
Watch out for dropped items:
Il anyone drops anything,
make sure to pick ii up for them
And. yes. things will he dropped.

abilit) in read, right?) Here's a
m\ new book, "Losing
eth the Fun Way: Ion's
i .III.I. to Moshing":
Watch out tin yiuir three main
kinds of mashers:
I he Destroyei
I his guy
does one thing and one thing
shove, Imagine a slunk
; through .i mosh pit,
shoving everyone in his path, i,lasses fall, hais get lost, teeth
jnsi u.i i
icone in pick and arms gel kicked around: I've
,i ligln w iili him. Now, imagine seen il a million limes. So. just
that sh.nk .is a big, bald headed be Courteous: Whenever a song
human with an i'\il look on his ends. n\ in look around and
. i thai s youi hisi kind ol make sure you don't step on an)
cell phones, lingers oi eyeballs.
mosher.
i razj \iin- McGee
Flailing I hose things just fly out everyhis amis wildly as if Oprah jnsi where.
so. fellow thrashers, make I
gave him a new car, we can witness the second kind ol mosher. sure lo follow these guidelines
rhisguj has no style, no rhythm lo make sure, in I he I inure, when
and, apparently, no courtesy foi you're kicking the ever loving
crap out of people you don't
his fellow moshers.
N'ew Kids on the Mosh
I his know, you can have as much fun
Isthencw-to the game thrasher as possible.
who still thinks he's at an eighth
el Big I ish concert, He'll
•. staj out oi \oui wa\
unless a song he mighl actual!)

SIGN A LEASE AND RECEIVE A

$50 VISA GIFT CARD
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row,column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
''■IV Super Sudohu and win prizes a)

SUDOKU

Slackers Wanted!
ite for the Not News!
Email Amy Dillon at adillon@bgsu.edu

I SIGN AN AUGUST TO AUGUST LEASE MOVE
I IN TODAY & PAY NO RENT UNTIL AUGUST

UNFURNISHED $299
UNFURNISHED $310
FURNISHED $324
FURNISHED $335
Stop by, take a tour, sign a lease and be entered
to win a 2008 spring break trip worth $500
•trip ollw only valid al the Enclave II

two swimming pools two hot tubs two computer labs game room with two
flat screen TV's, a pool table, a foosball table, and air hockey table Large
fitness center lounge with two pool tables and a flat screen TV
www.collegeparkweb.com ^ (*}
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Docs' shifts
o not affect
mortality rate

Bush's advisers
firm on Iraa

By K.thy M.th.eon
By M.itthpw L*«

The Associated Press

grueling work hours of dociorsin training had little effect on
reducing patient deaths, according to two large studies.
Death rales dropped in one
group ol patients in veterans'
hospitals but not in three other
groups, the researchers reported.
The results come from what
the authors describe as the
largest and most comprehensiw national look at work-hour
restrictions, which were implemented four years ago in an
effort to reduce medical errors
by tired physicians.
"We were a little surprised,"
said Dr. Kevin Volpp, the studies'
lead author and a physician at
i he Philadelphia Veterans Affairs
Medical Center. "We thought
thai mortality outcomes would
improve more consistently."
The studies appear in today's
loumal of the American Medical
Association.
The new work-hour rules limit
doctors-in-training to HO-hour
weeks. Critics of the restrictions
feared they would hurl continuity of care for patients and create
a shift-work mentality among
doctors. Others supported the
limits, saying they might lead
lo fewer deaths from medical
mistakes.
Before the rules, medical residents often worked 100-hour
weeks, with some shifts lasting 36 hours straight. Although
the new limits are still roughly
double what other full-time jobs
require, long hours for doctorsin-lraining are seen as a traditional trial-by-fire approach thai
give them necessary, intensive
experience.
The two studies included
318,000 VA patients and more
than 8.5 million Medicare
patients at hospitals nationwide. The researchers looked at
deaths thai occurred within 30
days of hospital admission in the
years before and after the rules
went into effect in 2003. They
compared death rates between
hospitals with large number of
residents and hospitals with few
residents.
One study examined VA
patients treated fora heart attack,
stroke, gastrointestinal bleeding
or congestive heart failure. It
found thai two years after the
rules were implemented, mortality improved by 11 percent to 14
percent in major teaching hospitals, compared with hospitals
with few residents. There was no
change in mortality rates for VA
surgical patients.

-{HREE

"I hope this
reaction to Iraq...

The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA — Cutting the

COUPSE

WASHINGTON — President
Hush's senior advisers on
Iraq have recommended
he stand by his current war
strategy, and he is unlikely to
order more than a symbolic
CUl in troops before the end
of ihe year, administration
officials told The Associated
Press yesterday.
The
recommendations
fromthcmilitarycommander
in Iraq, Gen. David Pelraeus,
and U.S. Ambassador Ryan
Crocker come despite independent government findings yesterday thai Baghdad
has not met most of ihe political, military and economic
markers set by Congress.
Bush appears set on
maintaining ihe central
elements of Ihe policy he
announced in January, one
senior administration official said after discussions
With participants in Bush's
briefings during his surprise
visit lo an air base in Iraq on
Monday.
Although the addition of
30.000 troops and the focus
on increasing security in
Baghdad would not be permanent, Bush is inclined lo
give il more lime in hopes of
extending military gains in
Baghdad and the formerly reslive Anbar province, officials
said. They spoke on condition
of anonymity lo describe decisions coming as part of the
White House report on Iraq
due to Congress next week.
The plan they described
is fraught with political risk.
While Republican leaders yesterday suggested t he GOP may
be willing lo support keeping
troops in the region through
spring, il is unclear whether
rank-and-file party members
who face tough elections next
year will be willing lo follow
their lead.
Senate Republican leader
Mitch McConnell told reporters he would like to ensure
a long-term U.S. presence in
the Middle East to right alQaida and deter aggression
from Iran.
"And I hope that this reac-

Classified Ads
The BG New* will nol knowingly
accept advertisements thai discrimInate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
ihe basis or race. sex. color, creed,
religion, naiional origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of an\ mhi-r
legally protected status.
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lion lo Iraq and Ihe highly
politicized nature of dealing
with Iraq Ibis year doesn't end
up in a sit 11,it ii in where we just
bring all l hetfoops back home
and thereby expose us, once
again, lo the kind of attacks
we've bad here In the homeland or on American facilities."
said McConnell R-Ky.
With Monday's back-toback review sessions in Iraq,
Bush has now heard from all
the military chiefs, diplomats
and other advisers he planned
lo consul! before making a
widely anticipated report to
Congress by Sept. 15. Petracus
and Crocker are lo testify
before Congress on their recommendations next week.
The United Slates would be
hard-pressed to maintain the
current level of 160,000 troops
in Iraq indefinitely, bin Bush
is not expected to order more
than a slight cut before the
end of the year, officials said.
Bush himself suggested
that modest troop cuts may be
possible if military successes continue, but he gave no
timeline or specific numbers.
Options beyond a symbolic
CUl this year include culling
the tour of duty for troops
in Iraq from IS months back
to ihe traditional 12 months,
one official said. If adopted,
thai change would not come
before ihe spring.
A Pentagon official said
Pelraeus has not specifically
recommended
(rimming
tours by three months. Bush's
troop increase will end by
default in April or May, when
one of ihe added brigades is
slated to leave, unless Bush
makes other changes to hold
the number steady.
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Norse god
Silenl mollusk?
Puts in order
Tempo
avis
Minneapolis suburb
Gung-ho
Aclor Sharif
"Psycho" setting
Fabrication
Unusual sighting In the paddock?
Overexertion
Fill to excess
Pilfer
Get cozy
Unusual sighting at the aquarium?
Lobster eggs
Brit's indignant comment
Nigerian tribe
Serengeti cat

1 Bedrooms:
Studios: from $309
I Bedrooms: from $435

2Bdrm„2FullBath,C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S525/month Full Year Lease

C/A, Pan Welcome
On Site laundry
Private Entrance/Patio
Short Term leases Avail
418-352-7881

1000 S OF TIRES IN STOCK AND SALE PRICEDI
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Light 24pk.

S9.99 | 'yjL

elser I8pk...$l 1.99 *^*»

\^j

\ Light 18pk...$ 11.99
lLifl/lt30pk... $13.49

Motivation is everything. Yon can <)o the work
of two people, but yon can I he two people. Instead, yon have lo inspire the next (jay down
the line and get him to inspire his people.
-I -i*i' liutuia

QUOTE OF THE DAY
- September 5th 2007-

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Church seeking nursery attendant. 2
hrs Sun a.m.. own transp Send resume to 875 Haskins Rd.or email
fccadmin@wcnet org Aim Claude
Kilpalnck
Earn $800-53200 a month lo drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub.com

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Attention Part Time Work, $15 25
base-appt. customer sales/service,
no exp nee . conditions apply, all
ages 17t, call now 419-865-5150, or
apply on line at
www worktorstudents com

Child care center now hiring care
givers lor days, eves„ weekends
Send resume or apply in person. 580
Craig Dr.. Suite 2, Perrysburg OH
43551 inlo@kidzwatch net
Childcare needed. 3 days. 8am-5pm.
in our Perrysburg home. Reliable
trans, needed. m.childcare@hotmail
com

Help Wanted
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers & cooks.

419-352-7070
Yoko Japanese Restaurant Servers,
hostesses needed Apply in person
at 465 W Dussell Dr Maumee OH
43537

FRATERNITY COOKS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
419-575-6971
Nanny/house keeper wanted for 2
charming young men. S7mr. 15-20 hr
per wk. flexible for enthusiastic &
motivated woman to come into our
Perrysburg home. Call Jane
419-261-7983, jdisalle@bex net
Open House - Our Fall Open House
for school positions is Friday Sept.
7th. 9am.-1:00pm. Openings include Substitute Teachers. Paraprotessionals. and Substitute Aides; full
S part-time openings & flexible substitute scheduling. Must have: clean
background check, neg TB result &
minimum of H S. diploma. Bachelors
in Education or other undergraduate
college transcripts required tor sub
teaching Join us at our new Perrysburg location: 28315 Kensington
Lane (off 795 8 75). or call
419-254-2800

For Rent
($300 incl util) Ret teach Share
house w/ professor/grad stdt. Lg.
older BG home 4 bdrms 2 w.b.l.p .
wood lot. out bldgs Pymt neg. Lv.
msg 419-241-1200, ext. 1214
" Avail now Rooms $225 mo 4
bdrm. free internet canyrentals.com
Call 419-353-0325
2 bdrm apartments avail immed
Shod term possible Pets allowed
419-409-1110
3 bdrm house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
854 8th St 1 bdrm . full kitchen lots
of parking $400 mo & elec No pets
9 & 12 mo lease (419)392-3354.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740.

Part time wait staff & bartenders
wanted Apply at LaRoe's in Grand
Rapids, OH.
Savage Consulting - Website Development. Website development
needeo. Smaller web projects. Proficiency in php and Flash required
Send references tax 419-698-1260
lobs 'savageconsulting.com

m,

Sm. 1 bdrm , close lo downtown A/C
no pets, quiet. $350 mo. & elec. Call
419-352-6230

419-3535800
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
Loe OA/ TOOAV TO:

2008/2009 Listings coming soon!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg.com

Studio and 1 bdrm apts
Starling as low as $299.

7045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

Stop by or call office for update on openings.
[central i King 3115 King Rd.
I Hum*
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Ipenyitxaj 25998 N Dine %
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View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.

iSBtlKteBUltt

Twists of fate
Deities
Contribute
Not as elevated
Barrel part
Cavalry weapon
Olds model
Pro _ (in proportion)
Sharer's pronoun
"QB VII" author
Theda of films
Not working
Male heir

Cold Beer at State Minimum Prices! 419-352-9259

£«

TIHE SALE

41 Saloon
42 Unusual sighting at
the aviary?
46 Hol-fudge creation
48 Saab models
49 Turow book
51 Black Sea port
55 Unusual sighting at
the aviary?
60 Latvian chess great
61 Of hearing
62 Dry gully
63 Kemo
64 Hackneyed
65 First name in mysteries
66 Ended
67 Ninnies
68 Dawn Chong and Carruth
69 Sleuth Wolfe

834 South Main St. in "Big Lots Plaza

Cjr&Provider/Sm«
The Heritage has a reputation lor
providing a superior standard of care
to our clients The Heritage is currently looking for care providers that
can uphold our reputation Resumes
and Applications currently accepted
Monday through Friday 10am to 3pm
Contact: Misty Dimlck. Heritage
Corner Senior Campus. 1069 Klotz
Rd. Bowling Green OH 43402.

PECAN CHICKEN

MlfcesPartyMarf
"

Iridescent gems
Ship's crane
More aloof
Writer Buntline
Song stylist
Mary's charge
U.A.E. part
Martin and Astor
On-location newscasts
Worships
Young lice
Tricky joint?
Bando and Maglie
44
Sexologist Shere
45
Suspend
47
Pale gray of face
50
Puccini song
52
Egypt's neighbor
53
The Magi, e.g.
54
Diving bird
55
Evenings to poets
56
Teases
57
Twin of Jacob
58
Phooey!
59
Slangy turndown
63
_ -majesty
Altar lighting
Villain's look

Mike's Party Mart

Babysitter wanted-evenings 5:30-9.
M-Th for 3 great girls ages 2-11. Prefer Educ major or other w exp. Call
Laura at 419-352-0834 Own transp
required

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

CHOPPED SIRLOIN
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ACROSS

FRIED SHRIMP

TIRES
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Subleaser Needed! Enclave I apt.
avail for sublease 1 male occup to
till vacancy of 4 man apt Furn . 5324
mo. plus uM Call Kyle 419-206-0985

VECETARIAN LASACNA

419 «) 227?

l0

Mitch McConnell | R-Ky

Doc's -18265 Main St Tontogany
TUES 30 cent wings
WEDS dollar burgers
THURS: taco night

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
\^
(419)352-1150
Jf

I^F

troops home..."

Bellydance-YOGA at Radiance mind
body studio Come get your bliss fix
with our fabulous classes. Located at
437 S Main St. Rm 3 Call
419-352-0834 or email
IKS bellyblessings ©yahoo com lor
class schedule.

419-372-6977

The Daily Crossword
Fix
brought to you by

just bring all the

Personals

r
PASTA FLORENTINE

doesn't end up in a
situation where we

WWWBGNEWS.COM

,

419-352-0590

